
Welcome to MiniBar!
COFFEE
BREAK

This wonderful machine offers the luxury of espresso 
coffee drinks and hot chocolate (or any latte flavour like 
hazelnut, caramel, vanilla etc)... all in one machine!

With an advanced milk frothing system, you really can 
get coffee shop quality coffee in your office, reception, 
hotel, restaurant, guest house and dare we say it, your 
coffee shop. Select from 30 different drinks!

Together with "quiet grind" technology and a super 
quick dispensing functionality, you'll be able to brew the 
perfect cup anywhere. Quickly. Quietly.

Select models with hot without hot water nozzle and milk 
steam wand.... But all models offer a powder canister with 
self-cleaning mixing bowl and milk frothing system. Great 
drink choice. No hassle.

Key Features

• Unique and pioneering brewing system can create non-pressurized regular coffee and pressurized espresso

• Advanced grinder design with ceramic flat- type blades accurately grinds the coffee beans into a unified- size 
powder, bringing out the unique flavour of the coffee consistently, every time you grind

• Powder canister for hot chocolate or flavoured latte powder of your choice

• Fully programable and customisable drink choice - set for typical taste profiles but allows users to modify as their 
drink is made

• Coupled with double pumps and double thermoblocks, the high-tech heating system allows for you to make 
speedy drink selections in any busy environment

• Enlarged bean hopper, water tank and grounds container can easily cope with peak hour demand

• Unique and customizable maintenance features to keep your machine clean and delivering a great tasting cup of 
coffee

The metal brewing 
system provides for 
reliable use and 
increased longevity

The milk frothing 
system makes very 
fine foams at 
correct temperature



Capacity and Specifications

Ceramic grinder blades for clean 
cutting and management of 
uniform grind specifications

Multi-position grind fineness 
selection system to ensure 
coffee grind offers optimal 
extraction

PERFORMANCE CAPACITY

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Hourly Output

Average Daily Output 200 cups

Espresso 100

Americano 80

Cappuccino 80

Hourly Hot Water Output 30 litres

Water Tank Capacity 4 litres (plumbable)

Bean Hopper Capacity 1.4kg

Powder Hopper Capacity 1kg

Waste Container Capacity 70 pieces

Coffee Bean Grinder Yes

Dual Boiler/Dual Pump Yes

Touch Screen 7.1 inch Capacitative Touch

Drink Selections +30

User Drink Adjustment Yes

Auto Clean Function Yes

Net Weight 26.5kg

Dimensions (L*W*H) cm 34*55*62

MiniBar Solo
Coffee and powder drinks with 
automated milk steaming and 
foaming. Hot water dispensed 
through central nozzles.

MiniBar Uno
Coffee and powder drinks with 
automated milk steaming and 
foaming. Hot water dispensed 
through separate hot water wand.

MiniBar Duo
Coffee and powder drinks with 
automated or manual milk 
steaming and foaming. Hot water 
dispensed through separate wand.
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